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the registration of a plumbing contractor in the
state of illinois is managed by the idph plumbing

and drainage services department. this
department is responsible for administering the
state’s plumbing laws and registration rules. the
idph office of plumbing licensing manages the

plumbing license renewal process, which
includes administering the state plumbing
license exam and issuing the license. cisco
develops product and technology to help
customers better manage networks. the

company’s products, services, and solutions are
based on a set of guiding principles. to learn

more about cisco’s guiding principles, visit the
cisco code of ethics and conduct. the registered
plumbing contractor(s) and the individual(s) that

are the registered plumbing contractor’s
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employees are responsible for the information
and requirements described in this letter. it is

your responsibility to obtain any necessary
licenses and to provide the required

documentation to the licensed plumbing
contractor(s). about the author:cisco systems is
focused on providing products and services that
allow its customers to be more productive. with

the cisco spark platform, customers can
securely share business information across their
organizations and with partners, giving them the
insight they need to make better decisions. the

cisco catalyst switch portfolio is a powerful,
integrated network infrastructure that enables

organizations to build, manage and secure their
data networks. the portfolio includes the

catalyst 9000 series switches, which feature a
modular architecture that provides a number of
design options and easy scalability, as well as

the catalyst 9000 series switches, which feature
a modular architecture that provides a number

of design options and easy scalability, as well as
the catalyst 9000 family, which features a

modular architecture with up to three modules
and supports up to 288 ports. the catalyst 3750

family provides a rich feature set that allows
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organizations to design and deploy their
networks to meet their changing needs.

Reason 6 License Number And Registration Code

any previous correspondence from idph
regarding specific plumbing contractor(s) and

their registration status is being updated by the
idph plumbing and drainage services

department. the idph office of plumbing
licensing will send you a renewal reminder

letter. you must renew your registration within
30 days after the reminder letter date or you

will lose your license. to renew your license, you
must pay the renewal fee and provide a

completed renewal application and photo id. for
more information on the renewal process,

contact the illinois department of public health
at 877-376-6412 or visit the department’s
website at > reason 6 license number and

registration code catalyst 9500 high
performance models are being enabled with

smart licensing in the cisco ios xe version 16.9
train and onwards. for the catalyst 9500 high

performance models, however, each model had
its own specific license entitlement tag. it was
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later on decided by the product and marketing
teams to unify the c9500 platforms entitlement
tags. this decision changed the behavior on the

c9500 high performance models from using
specific entitlement tags to generic c9500
licenses. catalyst 9500 high performance

models are being enabled with smart licensing
in the cisco ios xe version 16.9 train and

onwards. for the catalyst 9500 high
performance models, however, each model had
its own specific license entitlement tag. it was
later on decided by the product and marketing
teams to unify the c9500 platforms entitlement
tags. this decision changed the behavior on the

c9500 high performance models from using
specific entitlement tags to generic c9500

licenses. 5ec8ef588b
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